PROMOTIONS
ENGINE
A single, consistent view
of promotions across all
channels that aligns with
the omnichannel customer
journey

THE OMNICHANNEL PROMOTIONS DILEMMA
Disparate systems and processes force retailers to run promotions that are inconsistent across channels,

support their multiple points of interaction with the retailer during the customer journey.

CENTRALIZING DISJOINTED
PROMOTIONS TO DELIVER A
CONSISTENT CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
OneView’s Promotions Engine is a centralized cloud and
SOA-based engine that creates and delivers the appropriate
by the retailer. By eliminating channel silos across store,
online, voice, merchandising, and marketing, the Promotions
Engine assures that the customer will be presented with
the customer’s actions within the channel the customer is
leveraging.
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Retailers want the ability to choose the right type of reward
based on their marketing objectives. In order to present the
Promotions Engine leverages critical high-value data on
buyer behaviors, conversion statistics, and products.

INTUITIVE UI REDUCES PROMOTION SET
UP AND TRAINING
Intuitive user interaction reduces training &
promotion set up requirements across the enterprise
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ONEVIEW
PROMOTIONS ENGINE
Choose the right type of offer, discount or reward based on
marketing objectives:
• Price off

• Reduced Price
Flexible reward configuration includes ability to:
- Exclude brands from special sales

- Fixed Price

- Offer any brand for a fixed price

- Bundle

- Offer rebates on specific product lines

- Mix and match

- Create retailer-defined bundles

- Tier discount

• Buy a product, get another

• Immediate discount

- Define triggers

- Increase basket amount

- Identify reward (same, other items or categories)

- Encourage immediate sale and trial of new products

- Retailer-defined mix and match

• Next purchase discount coupon
- Increase traffic
- Avoid churn
- Facilitate cross-channel purchase and more
A variety of triggers and parameters provide highly
customized promotion opportunities:
• Product or merchandise groups
• Product attributes
• Supports product exclusions
• Coupon to trigger retailer-defined promotion rules
• Defined time periods
- Start/end dates
- Black periods
- Happy hour days and times
• Geography and location hierarchy levels

The power of OneView’s cloud-based Promotions Engine
is its ability to align with a retailer’s customer analytics
and marketing applications to ensure a clear path on the
digital transformation journey and deliver a consistent
customer engagement strategy. The solution can be installed
in conjunction with OneView’s Digital Store Platform or
as a standalone module integrated to legacy or other
applications.
OneView Commerce’s Digital Store Platform is the first
platform that enables associate-led store transformation
and successful cross-channel operation by capturing and
delivering content from every channel to and from the
store. Integration with its commerce platform, analytics,
device management, workforce optimization, digital content
delivery, and more enables delivery of vital store information
across all channels, the enterprise, and the retailer’s
expanded network of suppliers, partners, and manufacturers
to immediately shape sales, business operations and the
customer experience.

Flexible promotion templates support many unique
promotion types:
• Total Basket Rewards
- Configurable triggers and rewards
- Thresholds and tiers
- Define discount application across basket
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Drive customer engagement, optimize
associate efficiency, elevate customer service,
and capture actionable product and conversion
data for all retail channels.
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